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Jesse James, Robert Ford and the Tintype
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Is the Tintype an Authentic One of Jesse James and Robert Ford?
The tintype in question (photo 1) was in the possession of Sandy Mills until auctioned last
month.
In 2015 Lois Gibson claims to have
authenticated the tintype as that of Jesse James
and Robert Ford.
By chance the author recently came across news
articles concerning the tintype, its authentication
and controversy surrounding its veracity. A brief
review of the authentication material prompted
further investigation.
There are two key objectives for this paper: to find
out if the individuals in the tintype are Jesse
James and Robert Ford, and to evaluate the
effectiveness of Lois Gibson’s authentication
process.
This paper describes a methodical analysis of
photographic material and Lois Gibson’s
authentication process, leading to an evidence
based conclusion.

Photo 1 Sandy Mills Tintype
Mark Bampton
20th February 2017
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1 Introduction
The controversy accompanying the tintype has continued from its purported authentication in
2015, and its appearance at an auction on 14 th January 2017, to today.
It has been surrounded by a mixture of opinion, historical and photographic analysis. This
has led to a large collection of conflicting and inconclusive material that is a challenge for any
audience to resolve. The author is using a more concise and effective way to answer the
question – Is it really Jesse James and Robert Ford in the tintype?
For over a decade Sandy Mills was unable to convince any collectors that the tintype included
Jesse James. A key change in its value from relatively worthless to potentially a small
fortune happened in 2015, when Lois Gibson claimed to have authenticated it as a portrait of
Jesse James and Robert Ford.
Before spending time and money authenticating an artefact the first step is to reject it if it has
one or more non genuine characteristics. This is the approach that the author is taking.
The author is using a simple graphical technique for measuring similarities and differences
between facial features in one photograph when compared with other photographs.
The end result is a clear answer to the question – Is it really Jesse James and Robert Ford in
the tintype? The other conclusion in this paper concerns the effectiveness of Lois Gibson’s
authentication process, not only for the tintype but for wherever else the process has been
applied.
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2 Definitions
Measurement grid – A grid constructed of vertical and horizontal grid lines. Lines are
aligned with facial features on one photograph and continue across to an adjacent
photograph.
The purpose is to find how similar the same facial features are on one
photograph to those on another photograph.
Image plane – The plane on which the facial image is projected. This is the photographic
paper on which the image is printed, or in this case the page in this paper on which that
image is printed. The distinction between photographic paper and page of the paper is
immaterial to the reader, but the point is that a three dimensional object is represented on a
two dimensional plane. This is important to remember when combined with use of the
measurement grid, but this should become clear when reading the paper.

3 About the Author
The following describes relevant experience of the 58 year old author for conducting analysis
of photographic comparisons. Some of this includes many years employment in quality
management.
•
•
•

•

•

Portraiture and life studies, both drawn and painted. This requires the necessary
observation of the human face and body to be able to represent such a three
dimensional form on a two dimensional image plane.
Engineering and perspective drawing.
This enables different views of a three
dimensional object to be constructed from other views on a two dimensional image
plane.
Quality investigation and reporting. This requires analytical skills to identify relevant
facts and details and distinguish them from the irrelevant. Once the problem has been
quantified through a methodical process this is described in a technical report, with
solutions where appropriate.
Quality assessment in relation to products and documents.
This involves critical
review of the expected output against requirements. Documents include both written
and photographic material. It can also include some investigation of what is relevant
and what is not. This sometimes involves misleading information, some accidental
and occasionally more deliberate.
Verification and validation testing and reporting. The purpose of this is to provide
documented evidence that the required and expected output has been achieved
through sufficient and adequate testing. This involves analytical and methodical work
recorded in a technical report.

The author also has the following qualifications.
•
•
•

Bachelor of Arts Degree in Industrial Design, Class 2 (1) Honours
Diploma in Management Studies, with Distinction
Prince 2 Project Management
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4 Background to the Sandy Mills Tintype
The following quotes are from an article by Dylan Baddour in the Houston Chronicle “Lost
photo of Jesse James, assassin Robert Ford is found, authenticated” published on 30
September 2015.
It is probably the earliest news article describing the newly claimed
authentication of the tintype. It neatly summarises the later history of the tintype.
Mills is Sandy Mills who owned the tintype until it was sold last month. Isabell is her grandma
who passed it down to Sandy Mills.
"I'm just a farm girl, so nobody wanted
to listen. We got no respect from
anybody," said Sandy Mills, 40, who
inherited the photo as a family heirloom.
"Then we found Lois."
“Three years before Isabell died in 2006
at age 85, she gave the photo to Mills
and told her to sell it and buy land. But
there was a problem: for almost 13
years, no collector believed the men in
the photo were who Mills claimed they
were, mostly because they lacked any
original paper documentation.”
“No collector was prepared to try to
validate the men's identity, so Mills
reached out to someone who would.
They emailed Gibson, who they'd found
online, and after several days of backand-forth scanned the image at an
office supplies shop and emailed it to
Houston. “
“Mills says now she hopes to sell the
photo like her grandma always urged.
She'll use the money to buy land, build
a greenhouse and grow good food for
her family. “

Photo 1 (*Reversed) Sandy Mills Tintype

Most recently the tintype is thought to have been sold at the Burley Auction, New Braunfels,
Texas, on the 14th January 2017.
*The reasons behind reversing a tintype are explained in section 7 of this paper.
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5 Authentication Material
Some articles have appeared in the media claiming that the individuals in the tintype have
been authenticated as Jesse James and Robert Ford and that the forensic expert responsible
for authentication is Lois Gibson.
In “The REAL Jesse James and his killer Robert Ford: Photograph owned by family
who kept outlaw safe in 1870s verified by experts” (Mail Online By Ollie Gillman For
Dailymail.com, Published: 1 October 2015) Lois Gibson’s authentication method was
explained.
“Ms Gibson explained her technique for identifying who is in a photograph, saying she tries to
prove the person in question is not in the picture, rather than vice versa.
'I do my best to prove that who I'm looking at isn't the same person as who committed the
crime or did an awful thing,' she said.
'I'll look at each detail on their face, like the gap between their lips and their nose. I apply this
at work all the time. I try to eliminate them until I can't any longer.”
Some of the authentication material is widely available to the public in news media. Some is
included in this section of the paper, in figures 1 to 6, all of which was produced by Lois
Gibson.
Figures 1, 2, 5 and 6 have for example been included in the following media.
•

“The REAL Jesse James and his killer Robert Ford: Photograph owned by family
who kept outlaw safe in 1870s verified by experts” Mail Online By Ollie Gillman For
Dailymail.com, Published: 1 October 2015 (excluding heading).

•

“Controversy surrounds new Jesse James photo discovery” By Dylan Baddour,
Houston Chronicle, Published October 14, 2015.

Figure 2 adds more comparison of the same two images in figure 1.
Figures 3 and 4 were only included in the first publication mentioned above.
includes comparison of the same individual in figure 5.

Figure 4

There have also been some media publications this year as follows.
•
•
•

“Authenticated Photo of Outlaw Jesse James With Assassin Robert Ford To Be
Auctioned Saturday” published by Crossroads Today, 11 January 2017.
“Authenticated Photo of Outlaw Jesse James With Assassin Robert Ford To Be
Auctioned Saturday” published by PRWEB, 11 January 2017.
“Local woman sells family heirloom photo of outlaw Jesse James” published by
Krem2, 11 January 2017.
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These articles raise awareness of the impending auction of the tintype on the 14 th January
2017, discussing its history and its authentication by Lois Gibson as that of Jesse James and
Robert Ford.

Figure 1 Material from Lois Gibson’s Authentication
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Figure 2 Material from Lois Gibson’s Authentication
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Figure 3 Material from Lois Gibson’s Authentication
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Figure 4 Material from Lois Gibson’s Authentication
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Figure 5 Material from Lois Gibson’s Authentication
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Figure 6 Material from Lois Gibson’s Authentication
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6 Test Plan
This test plan has been developed to address the authentication material in section 5 of this
paper. The author has only seen Lois Gibson’s authentication material that has been widely
publicised as referenced in section 4 and 5 of this paper.
To achieve the objectives of this paper the following three hypotheses need to be tested.
•
•
•

Hypothesis 1 – The taller man in the tintype (photo 1) is Jesse James.
Hypothesis 2 – The shorter man in the tintype (photo 1) is Robert Ford.
Hypothesis 3 – Lois Gibson’s authentication process is effective and can prove that a
person in one photograph is either the same, or different to the person in another
photograph.

Lois Gibson has compared the taller man in the reversed tintype with photographs of Jesse
James to prove that he is Jesse James. She has compared the shorter man in the reversed
tintype with a photograph of Robert Ford to prove that he is Robert Ford.
Lois Gibson must have been confident of the following two points in order to make the claim
that Jesse James and Robert Ford are the men in the tintype.
•
•

That her selection of the photographs of Jesse James and Robert Ford used for
authentication comparisons are themselves authentic.
That the design of her authentication process is sufficiently comprehensive and
effective.

The author has selected the use of a measurement grid to compare different photographs to
test for similarities and differences in facial features. In theory only one clear difference
between an authentic photograph of Jesse James and the taller man in the tintype is required
to prove that Jesse James is not in the tintype. The same applies to Robert Ford.
It is important to conduct a control test to identify the level of accuracy that can be expected
from the use of measurement grids. This requires the use of the measurement grid to
compare two different images of the same person, preferably but not essentially from the
authentication material.
The choice is limited to Jesse James although the author is only familiar with photographs A
and D in figure 3, section 5 of this paper as widely accepted photographs of Jesse James, so
the control will be based on these.
Hypothesis 1 tests will be conducted to compare the taller man in the tintype (photo 1, section
4 of this paper) with Jesse James in photographs A and D in figure 3, section 5 of this paper
(photographs 2 and 3 on the next page).
Hypothesis 2 tests will involve comparing the shorter man in the tintype (photo 1, section 4 of
this paper) with Robert Ford in figure 6, section 5 of this paper (photo 4 on the next page).
The author is familiar with this as a widely accepted photograph of Robert Ford.
Copyright © 2017 Mark David Bampton. All Rights Reserved
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Photo 2 Jesse James (Widely Accepted)

Photo 3 Jesse James (Widely Accepted)

Photo 4 Robert Ford (Widely Accepted)
Copyright © 2017 Mark David Bampton. All Rights Reserved
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The initial part of hypothesis 3 will be to assess the veracity of the selection of Jesse James
photographs for comparison with the taller man in the tintype. An arbitrary choice of the man
wearing a hat in photo 5 below (figures 4 and 5, Lois Gibson’s authentication material, section
5 of this paper) has been made for the initial test. Comparison will be made between photo 5
and photographs 2 and 3 on the previous page. The final task for hypothesis 3 is to consider
Lois Gibson’s authentication process itself.

Photo 5 Man Wearing Hat
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7 Test Details
Measurement grids are used as the primary vehicle for comparing different photographs of
the same individual.
Some visual observations are made where this adds clarity or
supporting information, or where facial features are partially obscured.
Some photographs have been cropped to avoid including extraneous imagery.
Some
photographs include postures where for example the head is inclined sideways.
Such
images have been rotated to make analysis possible. The borders have been left so that the
reader can see how much the image has been rotated.
The basic tintype technology produces a mirror image of the person as the final picture.
Tintype images are therefore reversed in this paper to provide the true image. People’s
faces can have varying degrees of asymmetry, which would undermine the validity of this
analysis if photographs were not corrected.
Reversed images are highlighted and the original images are also included in this paper.

8 Evaluating the Authentication
Firstly the control is conducted, after which hypothesis testing is initiated.
The Control
The photographs of Jesse James in figure 7 on the next page show him at different ages.
•
•

Photo 2 as a mature man
Photo 3 as a young man

A measurement grid has been used to compare these photographs.
been generated from the following distinct facial features on photo 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal lines have

Top of the head
Top of the ear
Centre of the eyes
Bottom of the ear
Where the top and bottom lips meet
Lower edge of the bottom lip
A skin crease in the chin
Bottom of the chin
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Figure 7
Coincidentally some of Jesse James other facial features align with the horizontal grid lines
as follows.
•
•

Eyebrows align with the top-of-the-ear grid line
The bottom of the nose aligns with the bottom-of-the-ear grid line

When these lines are continued across photo 3 it can be seen that there is a good alignment
with the facial features. The only instance where this cannot be clearly indicated is for the
top of the head. In photo 2 Jesse James has his hair slicked down and the top of the hair
and the top of the scalp must be in virtually the same place on the measurement grid. In
photo 3 the hair is brushed upwards and backwards, sticking up and obscuring the exact
position of the top of the head. A green line has been drawn on photo 3 to indicate how top
of the head alignment could be feasible, following the line of Jesse James forehead to the
parting on the right side of his head and being estimated from there onwards.
Differences on the image plane will be apparent when comparing photographs 2 and 3 due to
one head facing away from the camera more than the other.
The blue vertical lines
generated on photo 3 have been overlaid on photo 2. This demonstrates that as the head is
turned further away from the camera the centre of the eyes will be projected onto the image
plane closer together due to the foreshortening effect.
Copyright © 2017 Mark David Bampton. All Rights Reserved
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Comparing the different photographs of Jesse James in figure 7 using a measurement grid
provides good results. The comparative size, positioning and proportions of various features
of Jesse James face has been accurately demonstrated. Even without any knowledge of the
authenticity of these two photographs the measurement grid demonstrates that these images
are good candidates for being the same person.
Hypothesis 1 Testing
•

Hypothesis 1 – The taller man in the tintype (photo 1) is Jesse James.

The reversed version of photo 1 (section 4 of this paper) is used throughout this paper to give
the true images of the individuals. The buttons on the waistcoats are now on the correct
side.
The head of the taller man in the tintype is used in comparison with photographs 2 and 3 of
Jesse James (figures 8 to 11). He has leaned his head slightly to his right so photo 1 has
been rotated to bring the head back to vertical, making the analysis using the measurement
grid possible.
Difficulty is experienced in trying to align all the facial features of the taller man with those of
Jesse James in photographs 2 and 3. Enlarging the size of photo 1 enables some facial
features to be aligned while others are not. Reducing the size of photo 1 to correct the
unaligned features then results in the previously aligned features becoming unaligned. The
best two attempts are shown in figures 8 and 11, which still illustrate this unavoidable
problem. The size of photo 1 used in figure 11 is reduced from that in figure 8 in an attempt
to find a satisfactory solution.
The size of photo 1 used in figures 9 and 10 is exactly the same as the one used in figure 8.
The size of the photographs of Jesse James in this section of the paper are exactly the same
relative to one another as those in figure 7.
The hair of the taller man is tied up tightly, so the top of the hair should be close to the top of
the scalp similar to the slicked down hair of Jesse James in photo 2.
Photo 1 in figure 8 is placed so that the taller man’s eyes are on the same horizontal grid line
as Jesse James in photo 2. However, with the tightly tied down taller man’s hair inevitably
being close to his scalp the top of the head projects too far above the horizontal grid line
marking the top of Jesse James head in photo 2.
The beard does not extend far enough below the grid line marking the bottom of Jesse James
chin in photo 2 unless the beard hair is very short.
Attempting to correct the top and bottom of the head in photo 1 by moving the photo down
would then make the eyes lower than the grid line going through the centre of Jesse James
eyes.
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This would also have the effect of making where the top and bottom lips join even lower.
They are already too low when compared with the same grid line on Jesse James face in
photo 2.
Comparison of photo 1 with photo 3 in figure 8 shows even greater disparity between facial
features. It was not possible to align both eyes in photo 1 with the grid lines to Jesse James
eyes in photo 3. The taller man’s left eye was aligned with the grid line for Jesse James left
eye.
The blemish on the tintype partially over the taller man’s right eye gives the impression that
the taller man is cross eyed but the visual effect makes it difficult to confirm whether he really
is cross eyed.
Irrespective of the tintype blemish it is clear to see that the taller man’s eyes are noticeably
closer together than Jesse James in photo 3, even though he is directly facing the camera.
Jesse James eyes will be projected onto the image plane slightly closer together because of
the foreshortening effect of turning his head slightly to the side.
The same issues arise when considering the distance from ear edge to ear edge. It can
readily be seen that this aspect of the taller man shows the distance to be significantly less
than Jesse James in photo 3.
Enlarging photo 1 to correct the eye and ear alignment with the vertical grid lines would make
the head height far too great when compared with Jesse James in photo 2, or 3.
The upper eyelids of Jesse James are clearly visible in photographs 2 and 3, but they are not
visible on the taller man in photo 1.
In figure 8 an additional horizontal grid line has been added to assess the hairline positions at
the top of the forehead. With the taller man’s hair tied up in photo 1 this is as high as his
hairline can possibly be. It is arguable that Jesse James hairline in photo 2 may be lower
because the hair has fallen forward over the hair root line due to it being brushed sideways.
This is corroborated in figure 9 where Jesse James hair in photo 3 is brushed back and the
hairline is a little higher than the hairline grid line.
The taller man’s hairline at the forehead in photo 1 looks lower on the image plane and could
be because he has tilted his head down more than Jesse James has in photographs 2 and 3.
However, if he had tilted his head upwards to account for this then because the ears are
further from the camera than the front of the head the ears would be projected onto the image
plane relatively lower down.
Figure 10 on the next page makes comparison between the left ears of both men. Firstly, it
should be appreciated that the lighting is different in both photographs. In photo 1 most of
the light is coming from his right side, putting the left side of his nose and recesses of his left
ear more into shadow. In photo 2 there is much light falling onto the left side of Jesse James
head with the light coming from the direction of the camera, but higher. This has made Jesse
James forehead the brightest, also throwing some light into the ear recess.
Copyright © 2017 Mark David Bampton. All Rights Reserved
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For figure 10 three horizontal red grid lines have been projected from Jesse James ear in
photo 2.
•
•
•

Top of ear
Top of ear lobe
Bottom of ear / ear lobe

For figure 10, photo 1 has been positioned so that the bottom of the ear is exactly aligned with
the bottom of Jesse James ear in photo 2. One horizontal blue grid line has been projected
from the taller man’s ear in photo 1.
•

Top of ear lobe

It can easily be seen that Jesse James has a longer ear lobe, about twice the length of the
taller man in photo 1.
The other attempt to align the face and features of the taller man in photo 1 with Jesse James
in photo 2 is shown in figure 11. Alignment of the horizontal lines generated from photo 2 has
now been successful for the top of the head and where the top and bottom lips meet on the
taller man in photo 1. However, this has made matters worse for the chin where even with
the beard the chin falls short of the grid line for the bottom of Jesse James chin.
Coincidentally the distance between the eyes as measured on the image plane of photo 1 is
so short now that it is the same as the distance between Jesse James eyes as projected onto
the image plane of photo 2 (the blue lines on each photograph). The foreshortening of that
distance in photo 2 is due to the significant amount that Jesse James has turned his head to
his right instead of facing the camera. The distance from ear edge to ear edge in photo 1
has worsened similarly to the eyes due to photo 1 being reduced in size from the one used in
all previous figures.
The analysis of photo 1 ran into problems at the start, when just comparing with photo 2 of
Jesse James. The problems are even greater in comparison with photo 3 of Jesse James.
Repeated efforts have failed to find a size for photo 1 that enables the head size, proportions
and relationships between facial features to be aligned with those of Jesse James. While
sufficient accuracy (see the control, figure 7 at the beginning of section 8 for what can be
regarded as sufficient accuracy) can be achieved when aligning a few features this always
results in other differences between the men, ranging from small to significant amounts.
Some discrepancies even indicate different skull shapes, with the taller man having eyes
much closer together and a narrower head.
The results of this analysis mean that the taller man in photo 1 cannot possibly be Jesse
James.
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Hypothesis 2 Testing
•

Hypothesis 2 – The shorter man in the tintype (photo 1) is Robert Ford.

The face of the shorter man in the reversed photo 1 tintype, section 4 is compared with
Robert Ford in photo 4.
The head of the shorter man in the photo 1 tintype is used in the following pages in
comparison with photo 4, section 6, of Robert Ford (figures 12 to 14). He has leaned his
head slightly to his left so photo 1 has been rotated to bring the head back to vertical, making
the analysis using the measurement grid possible. Adjustments have also been made to
photo 4 for similar reasons.

Figure 12
Horizontal grid lines have been generated on photo 4 (figure 12) of Robert Ford from the
following distinct facial features.
•
•
•
•
•

Top of the head
Top of the ear
Centre of the eyes
Bottom of the ear
Where the top and bottom lips meet
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•
•
•

Lower edge of the bottom lip
A skin crease in the chin
Bottom of the chin

The grid lines have been continued across in an attempt to align with the facial features of the
shorter man in photo 1. While the shorter man’s nose in photo 1 appears to be marginally
longer than Robert Ford’s the other facial features of the shorter man line up well with Robert
Ford.
Although the top of the shorter man’s ears are obscured by his hair the bottom of his ears line
up well with those of Robert Ford. While it is difficult to detect any evidence of a skin crease
in the chin for the shorter man that is evident in Robert Ford’s photograph this could be the
result of different lighting when the tintype was taken.
The hair of the shorter man protrudes slightly above the horizontal grid line for the top of
Robert Ford’s head. It appears from the shorter man’s left parting of his hair that his hair may
not have been as tightly tied as the taller man’s hair in photo 1 (reversed tintype in section 4).
Robert Ford’s hair appears to lay close to his scalp when looking at the profile of his head
near the parting in his hair (photo 4).

Figure 13
To take account of the differing aspects of each mans hair an estimate of where their scalps
could be has been drawn onto their photographs in figure 13. For photo 4 of Robert Ford the
profile of the forehead on his right together with the parting of his hair have been used as
Copyright © 2017 Mark David Bampton. All Rights Reserved
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starting points with the rest being estimated. For the shorter man in photo 1 the partings on
both sides of his head have been used as starting points with the rest being estimated. A
new horizontal green grid line has then been generated to indicate that it is at least feasible
that their scalps could be on the same grid line.
The next part of the analysis uses vertical grid lines to assess horizontal dimensional
similarities between the two men in figure 14. This is where greater differences have been
discovered.
Red vertical grid lines have been generated on photo 4 of Robert Ford at the bottom of figure
14 from the following distinct features.
•
•

Ear edge to ear edge
Distance between the eyes

These vertical grid lines have been continued upwards over photo 1 of the shorter man. The
centre of the left eye of photo 1 was aligned with that of photo 3. There is a noticeable
difference when it comes to the centre of the right eye in photo 1 and the associated vertical
grid line, which indicates that his eyes are closer together than those of Robert Ford when
projected onto the image plane.
However, while the shorter man is facing towards the camera Robert Ford has his head
turned. This means that the distance between Robert Ford’s eyes is foreshortened when
compared with the shorter man in photo 1. Instead of the shorter man’s right eye being
inside the vertical grid line his eyes should be wider apart and his right eye should be outside
the grid line by a noticeable amount if he were Robert Ford.
Similarly, the distance between the shorter man’s ear edges in photo 1 is significantly shorter
than the distance between Robert Ford’s (the vertical blue lines overlaid on photo 1) when it
should be noticeably wider. Any increase in size of photo 1 to align these eye and ear
positions would inevitably lead to the head being too long and the other well aligned facial
features would loose their horizontal grid line alignment.
The hairline of Robert Ford and the shorter man in photo 1 appear to be at different heights.
The shorter man’s hairline is as high as it could be, being pulled back and tied up. Robert
Ford’s hair is brushed sideways and falls down lower over his forehead in the middle in photo
4. His hairline at the roots is higher as can be seen by his hair parting and where the
forehead on the other side of his head extends upwards towards a similar height.
Two more horizontal grid lines have been generated on the Robert Ford photo 4 in figure 14
and continued across photo 1 of the shorter man as follows.
•
•

The lowest point where the hair has fallen forwards
The highest point where hair parting and forehead meet
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The shorter man’s hairline should be aligned with the higher horizontal grid line rather than
the lower one if he were Robert Ford.
The possibility of the shorter man tilting his head downwards more than Robert Ford when
photographed has been considered. If the shorter man had straightened his head up when
the photograph was taken then there would be alignment problems with his ears. If the head
was straightened sufficiently to result in his hairline coming into alignment with Robert Ford’s
then the bottom of the ears would appear much lower than Robert Ford’s due to the ears
being further from the camera than the front surfaces of the face.
Although a more successful start was made with the comparison between the photograph of
Robert Ford with that of the shorter man in photo 1 there were significant differences found
later in the analysis. The much shorter distance between the shorter man’s ear edges than
Robert Ford’s indicates a narrower skull than Robert Ford’s.
The results of this analysis mean that the shorter man in photo 1 cannot possibly be Robert
Ford.
Hypothesis 3 Testing
•

Hypothesis 3 – Lois Gibson’s authentication process is effective and can prove that a
person in one photograph is either the same, or different to the person in another
photograph.

The first task to to compare photographs 2, 3 and 5. These are part of the selection of
photographs that Lois Gibson made and used to support her claim that the taller man in the
tintype is Jesse James.
Repeated attempts are made to align the facial features of photo 5 (the man wearing a hat in
figure 15) on the next page with those of Jesse James in photographs 2 and 3.
Two sizes of picture for photo 5 are chosen in an attempt to align facial features with those of
Jesse James in photographs 2 and 3. These are shown in figures 15 and 16 and discussed
on the following pages with figure 16 using a larger version of photo 5. Figure 17 uses the
same size of photo 5 as that used in figure 15.
The horizontal lines of a measurement grid are generated from the following distinct facial
features on photo 2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top of the head
Top of the hairline
Top of the ear
Centre of the eyes
Bottom of the ear
Where the top and bottom lips meet
Lower edge of the bottom lip
A skin crease in the chin
Bottom of the chin
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Photo 3 is reversed for a more convenient comparison with the head now turning in the same
direction as photo 5 in figure 4. Consequently, due to natural facial asymmetry only some
general dimensional comparisons can be made as follows.
•
•

Ear edge to ear edge
Distance between the eye centres

The size of photo 5 is selected to align the horizontal grid lines for the centre of the eyes and
the bottom of the chin, and the vertical grid lines for the edge of the ears. It quickly becomes
apparent that it is not possible to align all facial features and some compromise would need to
be made.
It is evident that the head in photo 5 is facing more towards the camera than the one in photo
3 due to the vertical grid lines generated from the centre of the eyes in photo 3 clearly not
aligning with those in photo 5. A check on the distance between the eyes is made by
generating some blue vertical grid lines on the centre of the eyes in photo 5 and overlaid on
photo 3, aligning it with the left eye. While there is a reasonably close comparison the
distance between the eyes in photo 3 should be marginally closer together due to the
foreshortening effect of turning the head further away from the camera. However, they are
marginally further apart.
Although there are some similarities between the face in photo 5 and those of Jesse James
shown in photographs 2 and 3 there are several differences in figure 15 listed below.
•
•
•
•

An additional horizontal grid line has been generated from the widow’s peak on the
man in photo 5 across to photo 2. Jesse James hairline in photo 2 is significantly
higher and has no widow’s peak in photographs 2 or 3.
The man’s ears in photo 5 appear to be lower on the head and smaller when compared
with the horizontal grid lines generated from photo 2.
The width of the mouth of the man in photo 5 is similar to the distance between his
eyes. This is in contrast with the width of Jesse James mouth in photo 3 which is
significantly shorter than the distance between his eyes.
The three close horizontal grid lines around the mouth generated from Jesse James in
photo 2 indicate that the same facial features are lower down the face of the man in
photo 5.
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A second attempt to align facial features better is made in figure 16 on the previous page.
This is done by making photo 5 larger with the following consequences.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The hairline of the man in photo 5 now aligns with Jesse James hairline in photo 2,
although of course he still has the widow’s peak.
Size and alignment of the man’s ears in photo 5 with the horizontal grid lines generated
from photo 2 is improved although still marginally smaller and lower. However, the ear
edge to ear edge distance has now become too great when compared with photo 3.
While there is no impact on the similar distance between eyes and width of mouth of
the man in photo 5, there is a greater difference with the mouth of Jesse James in
photo 3 purely by enlarging photo 5.
The three close horizontal grid lines around the mouth generated from Jesse James in
photo 3 now align better with the same facial features on the face of the man in photo
5.
The bottom of the nose of the man in photo 5 that was aligned well with that of Jesse
James in photo 2 is now marginally too high.
The distance between the eyes of the man in photo 5 (blue vertical grid lines) are now
slightly wider than than those of Jesse James in photo 3 as indicated by the vertical
lines superimposed on photo 3 being slightly wider now. While this is an improvement
the horizontal alignment with the centre of the eyes in photo 3 has now been lost.

The jaw of the man in photo 5 appears to be much bigger and more square than that of Jesse
James (photographs 2 and 3). This is demonstrated in figure 17 on the next page.
Straight green lines are drawn along the nominally vertical back edge of the jaw and the
nominally horizontal bottom edge of the jaw on photo 5 and 3 and the version of photo 2 at
the bottom of the page. Horizontal green lines are also drawn where these lines intersect on
each photograph.
It must be remembered that photo 3 was reversed in previous
comparisons and that facial asymmetry is not a concern because the left side of Jesse James
head is being compared in photographs 2 and 3 in figure 17.
Unsurprisingly the intersections of nominally vertical and horizontal green lines in photo 2 and
3 at the bottom of the page align with the same horizontal green line. This only confirms the
good results obtained for the control test.
Turning to the two photographs at the top of figure 17 the magnitude of the difference can
readily be seen by the positions of the rear corners of each man’s jaw. This is indicated by
the upper horizontal green line (transferred from the bottom two photographs) and the lower
horizontal green line indicating the rear corner of the man’s jaw in photo 5.
While the nominally vertical green line in photo 2 is in the same position as the same
photograph at the bottom of the page the nominally horizontal green line has been changed to
reflect where the jaw line should be if the rear corner of the jaw was in the same position as
that of the man in photo 5. The considerable difference in jaw line can easily be seen on
photo 2.
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The comparison of photo 5 with photographs 2 and 3 runs into problems at the start. After
repeated efforts it has not been possible to find a size for photo 5 that enables its head size,
proportions and relationships between facial features to be aligned with those of Jesse James
(photographs 2 and 3). When aligning a few features this always results in other differences
ranging from small to significant amounts. The jawbone itself is significantly different.
The results of this analysis mean that the man wearing a hat in photo 5 cannot possibly be
the same man as Jesse James in photographs 2 and 3.
There are two significant consequences of this result. The first of these directly relates to
Lois Gibson’s selection process for comparison photographs, which must be flawed. This
seriously undermines a key part of her authentication process.
The second point that arises is how can the taller man in the tintype be confirmed as being
two different people? Lois Gibson shows in her authentication material that the taller man in
the tintype is the same as Jesse James (A and D in figure 3) and the same as the man
wearing a hat (figure 4).
This leaves a comparison between the man wearing a hat (photo 5) and the taller man (photo
1). This analysis is even more problematic. There are conflicting facial feature relationships
when considering the horizontal grid lines alone in figure 18 on the next page. These cannot
be resolved irrespective of what relative size is selected for the images of the taller man.
The horizontal lines of a measurement grid are generated from the following distinct facial
features on photo 5 and continued across over photo 1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tip of the widow’s peak
Top of the ears
Centre of the eyes
Bottom of the ears
Where the top and bottom lips meet
Lower edge of the bottom lip
A skin crease in the chin
Bottom of the chin

Two further horizontal grid lines are added to this measurement grid, this time generated from
photo 1 and carried across over photo 5 and are as follows.
•
•

Top of the head
Top of the hairline
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The centre of the eyes and where the top and bottom lips meet on the man in photo 1 have
been aligned with those of the man in photo 5. This leads to the following differences in
figure 18.
•
•
•

The top of the hairline of the man in photo 1 is significantly higher and shows no
widow’s peak when compared with the man in photo 5.
The ears of the man in photo 1 are significantly differently positioned when compared
with those of the man in photo 5.
The beard of the man in photo 1 barely reaches the horizontal grid line aligned with the
bottom of the chin in photo 5. This inevitably means that the chin of the man in photo
1 does not extend as far down as the man in photo 5.

Vertical grid lines are generated from the following facial features of the man in photo 5 and
continue down over photo 1 at the bottom of figure 18.
•
•

Ear edge to ear edge
Distance between the eye centres

As there was little chance of aligning either of these two facial features the arbitrary decision
was made to line up the ear edge of the left ear of the man in photo 1 with that of the man in
photo 5. This clearly demonstrates the significantly narrower dimension on the man in photo
1 when compared with the man in photo 5. Coincidentally the right eye of the man in photo 1
aligns with that of the man in photo 5. This also demonstrates the significantly narrower
dimension between the eyes on the man in photo 1.
To enlarge photo 1 in an attempt to align ear edge to ear edge and distance between the eyes
with those of the man in photo 5 would consequently disrupt alignment with horizontal grid
lines, most noticeably the distance between the centre of the eyes and where the top and
bottom lips meet.
The jaw of the man in photo 5 appears to be much bigger and more square than the man in
photo 1. This is demonstrated in figure 19 on the next page.
A green line is traced around part of the profile of the man in photo 2 and superimposed on
the man’s face in photo 1. It is aligned where the bottom of the man’s right ear joins the side
of the face. This is in order to look at the differences in jaw profile and ear profile. To make
it clearer an additional blue line is traced around the ear and jaw line of the man in photo 1,
figure 20.
The shape of each man’s right ear is distinctly different. The jaw line of the man in photo 1 is
much narrower and more pointed than that of the man in photo 5.
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The comparison of the men in photographs 1 and 5 ran into more significant problems than
the previous comparison of the man in photo 5 with photographs 2 and 3.
The result of this analysis means that the man in photo 1 cannot possibly be the same as the
man wearing a hat in photo 5.
At this point it was decided not to conduct any further analysis due to the following two points.
•
•

Lois Gibson’s selection process for comparison photographs to test against the men in
the tintype is flawed. Consequently the selection of other comparison photographs is
regarded as unreliable and their legitimate use unproven.
The men in the tintype are not the same as any of the counterparts in Lois Gibson’s
authentication material which have been tested for this paper. This is even though
additional tests for hypothesis 1 have been conducted as part of testing hypothesis 3.

It appears that Lois Gibson frequently depends on a sequence of photographs (see section 5
of this paper) starting with one photograph and ending with a different photograph.
In
between is a sequence of transparencies of both photographs, one overlaid on the other,
which is intended to show that they are the same person.
In the conclusion of Lois Gibson’s 2015 authentication report she says the following, which
appears to relate to her material shown in figure 3, in section 5 of this paper.
“When comparing the newly discovered tintype of Jesse James to images A, B, C and D, all
the features line up nearly perfectly. The nose, eyes, lips, forehead and chin are the same
size, shape, and positioning relative to the other features.”
A number of differences were found between image A and the taller man in the tintype, and
image D and the taller man in the tintype. This resulted in the author’s conclusion that the
taller man in the tintype could not possibly be Jesse James when compared with images A or
D.
The author’s use of measurement grids clearly distinguishes between similarities and
differences in facial features and their relationships when two different photographs are
compared.
The problem with Lois Gibson’s use of overlaid transparencies is that it provides the viewer
with confusing optical imagery that hides any useful analytical information. When compared
with the author’s technique her use of these sequences appears unable to provide
information about differences or their magnitude, even when significant.
The author has not seen any evidence of Lois Gibson using a control when comparing
different photographs of Jesse James. This could explain the following statement in the
conclusion of her 2015 authentication report.
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“All the images A, B, C, and D from page one are established portraits of Jesse Woodson
James. All these portraits look much different from each other due to variances in lighting,
pose, equipment, lens angle, age of the subject, and others.
For these reasons it is
impossible to make a perfect comparison of individuals in different photos.”
If Lois Gibson has not conducted a control there will be no measure of the level of expected
accuracy when comparing different photographs of the same person. There is then no
guidance on the magnitude of acceptable difference.
This uncertainty appears to be
reflected in the above statement by Lois Gibson, although it seems to contradict her
statement on the previous page which describes all features lining up nearly perfectly.

9 Conclusion of Findings
The analysis conducted for this paper was concentrated on the following three hypotheses.
•
•
•

Hypothesis 1 – The taller man in the tintype (photo 1) is Jesse James.
Hypothesis 2 – The shorter man in the tintype (photo 1) is Robert Ford.
Hypothesis 3 – Lois Gibson’s authentication process is effective and can prove that a
person in one photograph is either the same, or different to the person in another
photograph.

Sufficient evidence has been produced in this paper to prove the finding that all three
hypotheses are untrue.
•
•
•

Hypothesis 1 – The taller man in the tintype (photo 1) is not Jesse James.
Hypothesis 2 – The shorter man in the tintype (photo 1) is not Robert Ford.
Hypothesis 3 – Lois Gibson’s authentication process is not effective and cannot prove
that a person in one photograph is either the same, or different to the person in another
photograph.

Establishing the control indicated that a high level of accuracy could be expected when using
the measurement grid. The analysis for each hypothesis was discontinued when more than
adequate evidence was found that each was untrue. Further analysis could therefore reveal
more problems.
Lois Gibson clearly has considerable experience and success as a forensic artist, so her
powers of observation must be well honed. It is therefore surprising to see that she has not
identified significant differences between individuals in different photographs by just looking at
them. This is particularly unexpected where different bone structures between individuals are
evident. The author’s original curiosity about the authentication was prompted by noticing
comparative differences prior to conducting any analysis.
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Not noticing significant differences also appears to conflict with Lois Gibson’s approach when
she says “I do my best to prove that who I'm looking at isn't the same person” (from the quote
at the beginning of section 5 of this paper).
Based on Lois Gibson’s material, and the findings in this paper, it is difficult for the author to
surmise how Lois Gibson concluded that the tintype was authentic. It is possible that there is
more material, and of a different type than in section 5 of this paper, to explain some of the
anomalies raised by the author.
Lois Gibson should already have endeavoured to address the following points.
1. Lois Gibson should describe how she distinguishes between differences that indicate
different people, and differences that can be justified and do not indicate different
people (the purpose of the control in this paper).
2. Lois Gibson should provide evidence that she has used a control and verified the
collection of comparison photographs she has selected.
3. Each difference raised in this paper between images, that conflicts with the
hypotheses, should be explained by Lois Gibson and justified.
4. The provenance for each of Lois Gibson’s selected comparison photographs should be
provided.
Whatever the answers are to these points they can only go part way to explaining a more
robust approach. For point 3 it will be impossible to provide credible responses to significant
differences highlighted by the author.
Analysis for hypotheses 1 and 2 points to problems with Lois Gibson’s authentication process.
The failure with hypothesis 3 confirms an additional systemic problem, which has implications
for claimed authentications conducted in the past using this process. Without an effective
process there can be no realistic claim for other authentications.
Provenance appears to depend exclusively on what Sandy Mills says about the tintype,
although by her own volition “for almost 13 years, no collector believed the men in the photo
were who Mills claimed they were” (from the quote at the beginning of section 4 of this paper).
This tintype does not include Jesse James or Robert Ford and the men in it must be regarded
as two unknowns. If Sandy Mills family story is connected to a tintype of Jesse James and
Robert Ford then it must be a different tintype.
The most that can be said about the tintype is that it shows two unidentified men and was
probably taken in the latter half of the 19 th century.
If incorrectly identified and misleadingly promoted artefacts appear then we all lose the
integrity of our history. People interested in buying artefacts may be considerably financially
disadvantaged in addition to being disappointed.
Mark Bampton

20th February 2017
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